
On the finding of Swedish lifting stones 

 

Researching Swedish lifting stones 

Writing a book about Swedish lifting stones is apparently something you start but never 

finish. There are at least three people who started a book and attempted an inventory, but 

never finished the project. After working on the project for three years now I maybe 

understand why that is. It is a surprising and seemingly haphazard business, and also 

comes with its own dilemmas. Spoiler: stones are strong, but they can break. 

 

Sweden is a very big country, nearly twice the entire UK. It may have the largest number of 

inhabitants of the Nordic countries, but those are still not many. Especially in rural areas, 

where you expect lifting stones to still be lying around, there is a lot of history but relatively 

few people to look after all that history. On the plus side the wonderful people of Sweden 

tend to really like their rich history and they tend to be very organized about stuff. In the 

words of Bjørk: “I tried to organize freedom, how Scandinavian of me.” 

 

Abandoned farms and local history museums 

What happened in all of Sweden is that farms, villages and individual cabins have been 

abandoned while people clustered in cities and agriculture increased its scale. The old 

buildings were often in a log cabin style, which means they can be taken apart and rebuilt 

elsewhere. If a local history circle, or a wealthy sponsor, put their weight behind it, the old 

building, a genuine piece of heritage, could be rebuilt on an accessible location. This led to 

the phenomenon of a hembygdsgård, or local history museum. In such a location you will 

often find a collection of old buildings, usually from various places in the vicinity, where in 

turn many old artifacts, not necessarily from the buildings, are placed.  

 

Insider tip: both the abandoned farms and the hembygdsgårds are good to visit and may 

have a lifting stone there. The abandoned farm at Kälsved, where a great lifting stone is 

found, is a magical place. It has a bit of touristic value because a former inhabitant inscribed 

local events on large stone slabs, but it’s the walking around in a place that has not been in 

use for more than a hundred years, under the green canopy, while nature slowly takes back 

the former farmyard that really grips you. The Björnhagen stone and the Södramålen stone 

are also still in their original location on such an abandoned farm. 

 

The hembygdsgård is a fantastic place in itself, and especially suitable for participatory 

history. Here you may actually hear somebody play a nyckelharpa, see them spin wool or… 

try your hand at lifting a stone. They range from large, professional and open several days a 

week, such as Skansen in Stockholm, to a little smaller, like Apladalen in Värnamo, where a 

set of lifting stones is found (120 and 137 kg), to tiny and maybe open for only a few days 

per year, like Skölvene Hembygdsstuga, which has a lifting stone, outside, so also available 

when the stuga is closed, with a little sign. 

 

Stones are not railway stations 

Stone lifting has been very widespread in Sweden. There is the category of true hero stones, 

with weights that make a normal person shiver, that is predominant in Ireland for example. 

There are quite a few of those in Sweden, like the Knäred stone that weighs 160 kilograms 

and was sometimes transported to events. But apart from that there are much more stones 

in the working man range, that can be around 110 kg. These served more common 



purposes, like proving your worth as a farm hand, or potential son in law. This means that 

there are still many lifting stones throughout the country. So you can imagine that someone 

walks through a hembygdsgård or gets a guided tour of the countryside. First they pass a 

stone bread oven and then a lifting stone. “Well,” they think to themselves, “now I know what 

a bread oven and a lifting stone look like, and they can be found here.” This means there is 

knowledge of individual stones. Quite a lot of people may know the location and some of the 

history of one or two stones. However, a single point of truth for the location and history of all 

lifting stones does not exist, just like it doesn’t for stone bread ovens. Stones are not railroad 

stops.  

 

In order to achieve an overview of the lifting stones in Sweden you need not only somebody 

in Sweden who knows what a lifting stone is and where it can be found, but this person also 

needs to know that there is somebody who is interested in this information. Because, believe 

it, they had not guessed that you are. Even people who are a member of the local historical 

club may have never heard of them. Although strongman (or -woman) is a discipline that is 

practiced in Sweden, the country has no equivalent of the Highland games, and also not one 

“postcard stone”, like the Icelantic Húsafell stone. Maybe telling is the fact that before I ever 

started the research in lifting stones I had been to Sweden several times with my family; we 

are historically interested people who seriously get around mind you; and had never come 

across the phenomenon. This is also true for most Swedes.  

 

Reliable sources 

The solution is not, as the initiator of the “Stenfolket” project undoubtedly found out, to start a 

website and ask Swedish people to send you info on lifting stones if they have it. They most 

likely won’t find your website because they are not aware of the historical phenomenon.  

But because there are so many lifting stones the chance that somebody knows where to find 

one is relatively high. It happened to me twice that I asked somebody if they had information 

on a certain stone and that they had to say they didn’t, but that they did have information on 

a different stone one village over. Sorry, said the librarian at a certain museum, I don’t have 

the publication you’re looking for, but look what I do have… and up popped another stone 

location. I learned that if you actively contact people your chances of success are much 

higher.  

 

Sweden has, with its good organization, an excellent online archaeological database. 

Spelling in Sweden, and throughout Scandinavia, is however a very local and variable thing. 

There are more than twenty words that mean lifting stone. More than for snow. Lyftesten 

may be the one you’re thinking of, but drängalyft may be what the one you’re looking for is 

called. The -en at the end of a word means “the” by the way. So “kampastenen” means the 

lifting stone. Once you find out all these spellings you will get more results, especially from 

the databases. But anyone may have posted a picture online somewhere. The Greve James 

Hamilton Stone, in a pretty formal location at the Kaxholmen Museum, only came to my 

attention because somebody had bought a new camera, shot a few pictures of random signs 

around their house (no crossing here, streetname x, hey this is a lifting stone) and posted 

them on a blog. This is to my knowledge the only written source, online or offline, that exists 

of this fantastic stone. 

 

Scientific publications on lifting stones, or even ones that mention lifting stones, are very rare 

and usually very old. A very old article from the 1920’s, which took a long time to track down, 



mentions the most stones, more than 80, but is from before the existence of GPS-

coordinates and also otherwise very vague on the locations. Also, it must be said that the 

fact that these are scientific publications does not make them a whole lot more objective 

than other sources. For example, the author of the one article that is available in English 

does not believe that lifting stones served as an employment test, on the simple basis that 

he just can’t imagine that to be true. This despite tens of sources that claim otherwise. 

 

The epic search for the Björnhaga, and the fiery fate of the Löttesten 

Two stories, one happy and one less happy, about finding stones show what the research  

looks like in the harsh light of day.  

 

The Björnhaga (or Björnhaga in southern Närke) stone was mentioned on the former joint 

website of the historical clubs, with an approximate GPS-location and, critically, a contact, 

Anders. What I did not know was that Anders had added the stone and location very 

recently. He had been on a guided tour to the former Björnhagen farm, a place that is hard to 

find and requires a long drive after passing a normally closed fence. While there, the guide 

mentioned that a lifting stone should be around there somewhere… but without actually 

knowing where it was. Anders wrote it down and later put it on the website, without being 

entirely sure what a lifting stone really entailed. My email set things into motion though, 

because in Sweden somebody will know somebody… who will know somebody who was the 

granddaughter of the last farmer and may remember where the stone is. In the end, in a 

heroic rescue operation of a nearly forgotten piece of heritage, five very motivated Swedish 

men and women gathered there and combed through the heavily overgrown and very large 

terrain. Once they did locate the stone there was little doubt that this was the one. A very 

recognisable stone, on it’s own plinth, of the right shape and proportion. All this happened 

without my knowledge. Only months later, when we all gathered there did this whole story 

become clear. All people involved showed up, plus a journalist. They may have been 

somewhat disappointed that I did not show up with some strongmen in tow and it was only 

myself that tried to lift the stone. I am very interested in the history of things, but not an 

overly strong person. However, the stone itself made up for that. It has everything. The 

location, the plinth, a typical Drängesten weight of around 115 kg, an irregular egg shape to 

make it specifically hard to lift and a rough exterior. 

Having lifted the lighter Apladalen stone at 120 kg the day before gave me the confidence 

that I could do this, and sure enough breaking it from the ground and getting it to near knee 

height was easy enough. But then this typical thing happened that is also associated with the 

Fryggestorp stone: sometimes it may seem much heavier than it is. Elgqvist explains that 

this is not because of magic, but because a stone can have one specific way in which it is 

easy to lift, but any other way will be very hard. In any case, the stone proved to be like the 

Icelantic Judas stone to me and resisted me try after try. I had to settle for a very basic lift 

and was unable to lap it. The crowd was very understanding and we had a great time in any 

case, with typical Swedish cinnamon rolls and coffee. Several articles were written about the 

rediscovery of this perfect lifting stone. I am certain that we saved this stone from being lost 

to future generations, which would have been a great loss indeed. 

 

The Löttesten of Lörup was not lost. In fact, it was always known to still lie in the village of 

Lörup, that burned down and was abandoned. The stone survived and in 2012 the local 

authorities placed an information point about the village at a parking at a near road, and also 

moved the stone to that parking. The information about the history of the village did contain a 



line that informed that there was also a lifting stone in the village, but nothing indicated that 

the sooty stone on the gravel next to the trash bin was actually that stone. Yes. Sooty. 

If you like the stones it is hard to understand, but it is quite common in Sweden. The county 

around Allarps Bjar nature reserve does have a leaflet about the reserve, for example, which 

mentions hiking routes and scenic ponds, but omits the fact that smack bang in the middle of 

it the Karra Stone can be found. 

The Löttesten was a lot heavier I believe than the 100 kg I read and had a difficult elongated 

shape. I tried to lift it in various ways, thinking how unthoughtful it was that people had used 

it to build a fire under. Alarm bells were slow to go off in my head, but as we in the 

Netherlands well know: fire weakens stones. A few year ago a couple of kids had built a fire 

on top of the large covering slab of one of our millennia-old stone graves, the most important 

archaeological objects my country has. You can guess what happened. The country was in 

shock.  

Discouraged and tired I set the stone on its end. It gently rolled over. And broke in two. 

There is video footage that you really don’t need to see.  

As you can understand this makes you think again about the whole idea to disclose 

locations. I felt very guilty, but also felt that if there just had been a sign that informed people 

that this was a historical lifting stone, they might not have built a fire under it. What if the 

county had not moved the stone to an accessible location, would it still have broken? But in 

that case, would the stone have been forgotten and lost in any case? There really is no good 

answer to this, but I do read that many stones are being lost in this very simple way: it was 

still there in the forties, but when we went looking for it in the seventies it was gone. 

Having given this a lot of thought I believe that the best way to protect the stones from this 

looming danger is to do two things. First, inspire people that these are important pieces of 

history. Unique even, in the sense that you can be a part of history by lifting the very same 

stone in the very same place and with the same motivation as historically lifters have done 

before you. Second, a lifting stone without the information that it is a lifting stone, is just a 

stone. So a little sign, or a more formal looking piece of rope around it, may give a historical 

stone just the upgrade it needs to not be mistaken for handy building material. 

 


